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Joint Student Fees makes' recommendation

Funding proposed for next year
By Jackie Humphries
Funding recommendation for ·
next year's student activities were
released Monday by the Joint
Student Fees Committee.
These recommendations will go
to Edward Harrington, Vice President for Academic Affairs who in
turn will recommend them to Dr.
Brooks Central's President.
The committee which has been
hearing requests over the past
several weeks, cut back funding in
· all areas requesting monies. Action included recommending that
the Chicano Clup, Inter-tribal Club
and Rodeo Club not receive any
funding at this time.
According to the committee this
. year's requests were $134,004
'over the available .revenue. Their
recommendations for 1975-76 is
$291,400. This reduces the present
budget by $36,455.
The recommendations were as
follows:
MENS ATHLETICS-Requested
$66, 755. Suggested $60,000 be
given to them noting they had
$5,370 carried forward from 197374 into the present budget of
$65,641.
CHEERLEADERS - Requested
$4,000. Due to limited funds no
funding was suggested.
M.l.A. - Requested $27 ,598.
Suggested $6,000, · noting they
presently have $6,042.
_ WOMEN'S ATHLETICS - re•quested $24,309. JSF suggested
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Don ·w ise
$20,000 noting they presently have
$17,167.
RECREATION
Requested
$27,876. Suggested $6,900, noting
they presently have $9,354.
,CHICANO CLUB - Requested
$1,850. No funding recommended.
INTERTRIBAL CLUB - Requested $9,950. No funding recommended.
RODEO CLUB - Requested
$2,845. No funding recommended.
A.S.C AREAS - Requested
$58,023. Suggested $22,00 noting
they presently have $28,226.
K.C.W. S. - Requested $9,200.
Suggested_ $3,000, noting they
presently have $4,849.
CAMPUS CRIER - Requested
$32,150. Suggested $20,000, noting
they presently have $29,220 which
includes $9,920 carried forward
from 1973-74.
SUB AREAS - Requested
$156,548. Suggested $150,000~ noting they presently have $153,666
which includes $2,800 from building reserves for roof repair and a
carried forward amount from
1973-74 of $7,651.
JSF ACCOUNTING BUDGET Requested $4,300. Suggested
.$3,500 noting the present budget
is $4,400.
In the event more funds become

available they also recommend
funding in priority order as
follows:
1. MIA and Recreation Coordinator receive $12,600 plus benefits
or approximately $14,400.
2. Executive Manager in A.S.C.
Administration receive $13,200
plus benefits or approximately
$14,400.
3. The 2nd Recreation and MIA
Coordinator, $12,000 plus benefits
or approximately $13,680.
4. Cheerleaders $2,000.
5. Consideration for the Chicano
Club, Intertribal Club for Indian
Awareness Week and the Rodeo
Club.
Reactions to the proposals were
many and varied throughout the
groups requesting money. Don
Wise, director of student activities
and the SUB, explained that part
of his request had been to help pay
for daytime custodial help in the
SUB--the type of help we don't
have at the present time. The
cut-back in the budget request
eliminated the chances for this
type of position.
He further explained that funding for the SUB does not provide
for any. activities; it is purely for
administrative salaries and operational expenses, such as engineer-

Mike McLeod

-

Bob Fisher
ing, maintainence of equipment,
security, custo~ial help, and the •
assistant director and the secretary accountant. He pointed out
the games room and t:ite SUB food
service are total self-supporting.
In reference to the proposed
funding, he concluded, "I'm not
sure we can do it with that amount
when you consider the increase in
salaries and energy costs, but I
don't think it will mean closing the
SUB or limiting the hours that it is
-open."
Turning his comments to the
ASC funding, he feels that the
JSF made a fairly realistic assesment of past ASC contribution to
- the campus and their suggested
allocation seemed fair. Although
he . feels that after this coming
year's BOC activities demonstrate
their worth, there will be better
funding.
- · Bob Fisher, chairman of the
BOC said, "We will just have to
live with the cuts just like all the
other areas. We know we will have
to make cuts, it's just deciding
where to make them. We will try
to cut operations back to their
bare necessities and try to keep
entertainment where it is at least.
Mike McLeod director of MIA
and the Recreation program, is not
really disappointed in the cut

backs will depend on the amount of
support I get from the academic
areas. If the funding I get from
Physical Education remains the
same then we will be able to
operate in much the same manner
as now .. There may be some cuts
though and the reduction in MIA
funding was greater than I anticipated," he said.
He explained the PE funds paid
his salary, graduate assistance and
allocated funds for evening corecreation programs as Well as
providing additional money for the
inter-mural program.
Betty Hilman, speaking for
women P .E. says, "I'm not happy,
·but I understand that if the money
isn't there we will have to cut
back." She forsees cuts in swimming, elimination of junior varsity
teams, and the possibility of no
national travel money.
Al Shannon, advisor to the
Rodeo Club is disappointed in the
Rodeo Club recommendation. "The
Club will be forced into a self-supporting role even though we
compete in the name of Central."
"We had based our request on
the idea of sponsoring a NIRA
type rodeo, similar to the one on
Friends Weekend, next year. To
do so we needed college support;
' this action makes it impossible,"
he summarized.

Al Shannon

(
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Businessman to the rescue;
Sweecy Weekend returns
In the past, Sweecy was one of
This weekend, May 16, 17 and 18,
the biggest tourist attractions in
a much maligned and castigated
the state, acco:i;ding to DeCou.
student event will be raised from
Hotels and motels in Ellensburg
the cobwebs and given new life,
were filled and the restaurant
Sweecy weekend has returned.
An -Ellensburg businessman, business was booming. Even so,
Steve DeCou, is making a deter- DeCou has had a hard time finding
mined effort to reinstate the support from other businessmen.
He has had to take on the whole
venerable institution.
Every spring - since 1948, burden himself.
"They don't acknowledge SweCentral students looked forward
to Sweecy as a time when they . ecy's existence," DeCou said.
could take a break from the eight President Brooks, who himself
months of studying and have a was a member of the class which
pressure releasing activity before originated the first Sweecy,
finals. Unfortunately, in the late ironically was instrumental in its
60's, Central's administration be- demise.
"It has degenerated into a
gan to worry about its legal
weekend drunk," President
responsibilities over the event.
Brooks testified before the ASC
Sweecy had gotten out of hand.
Students were arrested. Property legislatu!e in 1970.
In spite of the lack of support,
was damaged. Even a Dean of
DeCou is hoping to carry on the
Men was punched out.
Finally, In April of 1970, the tradition. Some of the activities
activity was stopped. There was which he has organized especially
bitter criticism. One ASC officer for· this year's Sweecy are: a pool
tournament, a bicycle rally, a P'in
resigned over the matter.
DeCou's efforts are to give the ball wizard tournament, the
annual spring event one more try. Strawberry Cup Rugby Tourney,
Last year he spent nearly $5,000 to and a foosball tournament.
The owner of Pizza Mia, DeCou,
maintain the event. "The clientel~," he said, "was responsive to it reported that he sold over 165
arid they were happy to see that a kegs last year for Sweecy. This
businessman went out of his way year he estimates that he'll sell
to try and make sure Sweecy nearly 300. There were approx- ·
weekend would be remembered." imately 5,000 · participants last
year, he claims.
"To try and pretend," DeCou
contends, "that recreation of this
sort is not a part of a student's Ifie
SUB OF ALCO~
is to kill your college. This is
00
precisely what Central continues
OFFERS:
to do.
If the administration
PER-MONTH PART-TIME
doesn't become aware of this
Interviews At:
students will shy away."
Placement Center
- "I'm trying to bring back the
105 Barge Hall
good old days. If its successful this
Group sessions at 3 p.m.
year more and more eyes will be
every Tuesday.
looking this way," DeCou continued.
- ''8-weecy weekend used to be
one weekend students stayed on
campus. A carnival atmosphere
prevailed. The college supported a
dance, a rodeo, a car rally, a river
race and a Sweeey Queen in order
to promote the festivities.
According to DeCou, there were
.... ....-:;.::;:-:-.-•. ;:-:-...
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Week ends are wonderful
for family long distance
geHogethers

more alcholic beverages consumed
during this week in the city of
Ellensburg than in the entire state
,,combined. A distinction, no doubt,
which most college students were
proud of.
"A good social life," philosophizes
DeCou, "leads to a good academic
life." DeCou points to the fact that
while Central was noted for being
a party school it also was considered high academically in those
days. Now Central's credentials
are not as effective.
"Of course it could have been
classified out of hand at times, but
there were no injuries or anyone
killed," DeCou said when speaking
about his liabilities during Sweecy.
Even though Sweecy has become synonomous with rowdiness
and chaos it has also been symbolic
of Central's social and recreational
life during the Spring. The efforts
of Steve DeCou show that the
town of Ellensburg has some
interest in preserving the Sweecy
atmosphere, at least for a week
-end.

New program this fQI/
A new, innovative program, workshops and pr~paring propobringing to Central's campus a sals to present to the college.
sector of society hitherto releAided by HEW funds, the
gated to the bp.ckground, will committee set about investigating
begin its operation this fall.
the needs of senior citizens and the
For the first time on this resources 'available at the college
campus, a special program to for providing such needs.
encourage the education of senior
As a result, STAR's report and
citizens and promote their welfare final proposals have been accepted
will be part of a three component - by the college. The program,
package to be instituted by the however, has not been fully
college.
funded. Initially, it will be operaSTAR (Studies Toward Aging & ted by a part-time program
Retirement), a committee ap- coordinator.
When in full operation the
pointed, by the college, recently .
submitted its report: "A shift in program will consist of a newly
emphasis from an exclusively created department of Studies in
youth-oriented education with its Aging, a pre-retirement planning
focus on basic skills and work service, and a Senior Scholars
career preparation to a life-time Program.
perception of education, both
STUDIES IN AGil'-.G
vocational and cultural, is already
beginning. Every level and aspect
. Basic to the conrept will be a
of education will be affected in one
new academic program entitled
degree or another."
Studies in Aging. Working iIQ
The 19 member STAR commitconjunction with the other two
tee, headed by Dr. Elwynn Odell, a
components, Studies in Aging will
faculty member from Central's
offer
a minor in Aging. According
.Political Science Department, has
to the STAR report it is: "Intend
worked the last two years accumued to strengthen the professional
lating information, establishing
development in several fields
where working with older people
is anticipated."
Drawing upon courses already
offered at Central, the Studies in
Aging program will be · largely
interdepartmental. It will includ
courses in: sociology, health, philoThe actual competition will be
held in late May. Candidates will sophy, recreation, gerontology and
perform for seven judges. Madalon others.
It is expected that a major ifil
Lalley, advisor to the cheeraging will be eventually be develleaders, explained that they tried
to stay away from faculty judges oped, according to the STAR
as the competitors may have had report.
them for classes and there may be
prejudices.
PRE-RETIREMENT PLANNING
The judges include: Sherri Ortman and Jackie Lohman, high
The second component o"...
school P .E. teachers, Gloria PreSTAR's program will be a much
vost, a high school cheerleader
needed pre-retirement planning
advisor; John Foster, the school service. For the first time employees of the college may loo~)
photographer; John Harrison, Executive Assistant to the President,
forward to professionalized couna- student representative, un- seling to help plan their retireknown as of yet .and Madalon ment.
The first phase of this com~
Lalley.
ponent will begin soon. STAR
Four or five people will be
committee member, William Hilselected for the '75-'76 squad. In
Jar, will be conducting a survey o
order to compete the candidate
the faculty, staff and administra!
must be a Central student with an
tion.
accumulative GP A of 2.0 by the
Following the evaluation of the
end of winter quarter '75.
survey information it is hoped thaj)
·Central cheerleaders cover foot- Central will establish a model
ball and basketball events. This , pre-retirement program for the
year they attended 80 per cent of state besides servicing its own
the games, both home and away.
<})
consumers' needs.

Cheerleader selections
to be made th is month
Fifteen women and two men are
preparing for the late May tryouts
for '75-'76 cheerleaders.
An orientation was held Monday
night, April 28, for those interested, in turning out. During the
following three weeks they spend
an hour and a half every Monday
through Thursday night at Nicholson Pavillion working with the
'7 4-'75 squad on routines for
tryouts.
The women will each do a cheer
taught them by this year's squad.
For the turnout they .will do that
cheer twice, once in a group and
once with another person. They
must also make up and perform
individually a short cheer and a
routine to the Central fight song.
The male ·candidates try out to
different cheers than the women
but are judged along with them.

For all bread makers and eaters.

IAL DIREC
You can visit
longer because
it's cheaper.
ELLENSBURG
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COMPANY
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Boycott support asked
A plea for support in a nation- which Phelps claims is far worse
wide boycott of Safeco the Insur- than the original contract they
ance Cor.npany was made by were operating under.
Rick Bater spokesman for Safeformer Safeco employees visiting
Central last week.
co Title Insurance of Seattle
Linda Holt, one of the Safeco explained the company's side of
Title Insurance strike participants the action. The strike, he said, is
explained that when employees against Safeco Title Insurance
were not granted a , satisfactory which is only a subsidiary of the
contract and at least 60 employees parent company, Safeco insurance.
In regard to the strike Bater
went on strike, the company hired
"scab labor" and has refused to emphasizes, "We have been willrehire any of the former employ- ing to negotiate and are in the
process of negotiating at the
ees.
"The only way we can bring present time."
them (Safeco representatives)
back to the bargaining table is to
hit them financially. A boycott-soon to be a nation
wideboycott--is our goal," she claimed.
Safeco Companies they· ask people
to boycott are Safeco Life Insurance Company, Safeco Insurance
Recent legislative gains by en viCompany of America, General . ronmentalists are under attack
Insurance Company of America and those supporting protectionist
and First National Insurance of laws _should be prepared to "qiove
America.
back a step" in defense of their
Doug Phelps further explained victories, State Sen. Nat
that strikers feel that Safeco Washington said here during the
company refuses their own emweekend.
ployees paid dental, medical and
vision benefits. These he explained
Senator Washington, currently
are the major concerns in the
chairman of the. Senate Ecology
employee proposed contract.
Committee, warned against a
When Safeco representatives
"proliferation of paper and perdid meet the Retail Store Employmits" in the too-often bureaucratic
ees Union (the employees' repre- _ attempts at environmental prosentatives) the companies' best
tection.
offer had a starting rate as low as
Speaking before meetings of the
$2.39 per hour, no cost-of-living
clause or union security clause Audubon Council of Washington

To refute the claims of - the
strikers regarding the starting
salary of $2.39 an hour he
explained these salaries refer to
high school students and/or graduates who are hired as office
clerks.He further commented that
some people who are striking were
making as much as $1,000 a month.
Bater did concede that at the
present time there are no vision
benefit provisions but claims "We
have one of the best disability and
medical plans that . a company
could offer."

Environmentalists
should compromise
and the Washington Environ!Ile.ntal Council on the Central campus,
Senator Washington cautioned environmentalists to face the necessity of compromise in the month
ahead.
He indicated that moves to
extend physical environment laws
into social and economic areas may
mean the death knell of all
environmental gains.
Senator Washington told delegates of both meetings that they
need to regain the full and open
support of the people, as environmentalists had in the late 1960s
and early 70s, if ecological protection is to be fur~hered.

A Vanishing Breed?
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Trustees study effect
of levy failures
At last Friday nights Board of John Dean ( address unknown),
Trustees meeting, discussfon cen- which accused trustees of covering
tered around the effects of school up -a recent legal settlement made
levy failures and their effects on with Dr. Cornelius Gillam. Frank
Central. These effects may be felt answered the letter verbally,
noting there was no return adas early as this summer.
Central Legislative Liaison Of- dress on the Dean letter.
Frank said all matters concernficer Bill _Lipsky told trustees ·
Friday night perhaps fewer teach- ing the settlement are public
ers will be able to attend summer record, a position insisted upon by
school because of lack of money or trustees. Gillam resigned from the
·business and economics faculty at
jobs.
Teachers out of work, which CWSC after months of dispute
could number as high as 4,000 if with the college administration
the state legislature doesn't pro- over receiving salary while Gillam
vide relief, means a poor job was on academic leave.
Trustees accepted a $665,783
opportunity picture for June graduates at Central, Lipsky said. By boiler house which has been
1976, if the present school financial constructed to house three fuel or
crisis continues, an additional natural gas-fired boilers.
"snowball" effect will hurt CWSC,
Lipsky said.
Incoming freshman may shy
away from education programs
offered at Central. If enrollment in
education programs drops, cuts in
educational faculty could follow,
Lipsky suggested.
5
200 Cash Rebate
He also told trustees there has
been no change in CWSC's faculty
on the purchase of a 1975 DT
formula in the state ·senate version
ZSOB Enduro.
of the proposed budget.
("'ebatel may apply to dn.
This may m·ean cuts in Central's
pymt.)
faculty of as many as 15 positions.
Ellensburgy
h
In other business, Board Chairama a
man Herb Frank read a letter from

Dance Bighorn Fr.iday May 16
lg. Ballroom $ .75 single $ 1.25 couple
Thurs. May 22 Pat Gill Folk singer 12-1
May 24 Movie : The Last Picture ShoYI 3,7,9 Sub Theatre $.75
Mon. May 26 Stephen Russel Magicians

12-12:45 & 7:30-8:15

VIEWPOINT
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Poor communication
encountered by Crier
One day last week a woman from town, the wife of an Ellenburg police
officer, called the Crier office to ask why there was no mention in the
Crier of an incident that happened to a female campus police officer. The
woman wanted to know if the Crier was purposely hushing up the
incident because it was a "bad reflection of female police". I asked this
woman to fill me in on the details of the case, which she had read in the
Ellensburg Daily Record. I told her that the Crier would definitely follow
through on the story and the reason that it had not been printed was not
because it was overlooked, but because we did not hear about it.
The following is how the story appeared in the "Brief News ~ection" of
the Ellensburg Daily Record: A 26-year old Seattle man was arrested by
a Central police officer and booked into Kittitas County jail Monday on
charges of soliciting and resisting arrest. According to the college police
the man refused to leave the campus and was placed under arrest by the
officer. The man then allegedly grabbed the officer's wrist and twisted it
behind the officer's back. Two Ellensburg police officers were summoned
and assisted in the arrest said college police.
To pursue this story I made an appointment to talk to Campus Police
Chief, Al Pickles. Chief Pickles would not tell my anything about the
incident. He said that since he wasn't on the scene anything he told me
· would be considered "hearsay". I was not allowed access to the files and I
was told that the officer involved had taken a leave of absence and could
not be reached. Chief Pickles did not give me the officer's name but said
that if I wanted to leave her a note, he would make sure that she would
get it.
When I asked how the Daily Record had received the information to
cover the story, Chief Pickles told me that "the police involved and the
reporter covering the story were good friends."
I accepted Chief Pickles explanation as to why he could not answer my
questions but I was puzzled that the campus police had not made any
type of official statement to combat some of the rumors I had heard
about the incident, nor to keep the college press informed.
I decided to shelf the story until I could talk to the officer myself but
then something happened that angered me. I talked to a reporter on
. Central's "Ellensburg Report", which is broadcast from Yakima,
on station KNDO. This reporter told me that he had received all the
information from Chief Pickles concerning the incident simply by
phoning him and telling him he was from KNDO. He said that Chief
Pickles gave him the scoop of the story on the telephone including the
police officer's name, etc., and that Chief Pickles had told him that if he
needed any more information to "just drop by his office".
Chief Pickles has been cooperative with the Crier in the past and
personally, having shared a class with him last quarter, I like the man.
But I was angered that the Crier wasn't given any information or leads
on this story while it was covered by Ellensburg and Yakima media. I
feel that this story was important and that it directly concerned the
students of Central. The Crier should have been informed.
I never have been able to interview the officer involved, I did receive a
note from her sa.ying that at the present time she was unable to talk to
me due to the fact that the prosecuter does not wish for her to discuss
the pending case.
·
I also feel that this incident shows that we all must work harder to
improve press relations on campus and win the trust of administrators
and faculty who are afraid to give quotes to the Crier or even have their
pictures taken.
The Crier is tired of being a "club news" paper. We want to tackle
more newsworthy topics but we need the cooperation of police,
administrators, local politicians and faculty.
I feel that stories of controversial nature will stimulate reader
response and increase interest in topical events.
I am not asking people to deliver hearsay or rumors but we need to be
informed. We need leads that will help us to better inform our readers,
and prevent accusations of "suppressing news".

Debra Neagle

Telephone problem
I h;tve reached a point in the quarter where everything seems to
annoy me. Whether it is the temptation of nice weather while I am forced
to stay inside and do homework and write stories, or whether it is the
lack of sleep I don't know. Generally I can compensate for my
annoyances but I came across a new one Sunday evening.
I tried calling my home in Yakima and after several mechanical
recordings told me it was no longer a working number I called the
operator and was told, "When the circuits get loaded the Ellensburg
Telephone Company switches to a recording."
It may have solved the problem, but ·what if my call had been an
J k· H,
h· s
emergency one???
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)>'. results of spring is the appearance 1.
of blooming plants, trees and i:
flowers. Ellensburg has its share L·
. of avid gardeners who contribute '. ' .
t??Wtrnti;;/:x.: greatly to the beauty of the town. !: <
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. . .... '.:! beautiful green plants of your own. : ·
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photos

by

Dan Powell

Naselle Lions Club sponsors (Sherwin's Forest )
River Run on .Qrays River
The Naselle Lions Club Sixth
Annual Not Quite White Water
River Run .is set to "float" down
the raging (?) Grays River on
Saturday June 14. Boats will be
launched between the hours of 11
am and 12:30 pm at the Roy Gorley
farm, on the Fossil Creek Road
east of the town of Gr8:y~~i~er.

The run will conclude at the Grays
River Grange Hall with award
presentations at 3 pm.
Twelve classes of boats, ranging
from one man kayaks to anything
that floats will compete for awards
in each class. Several new classes
have been added or changed to
give_more ~quitable c_?mp~i~ion_.

Some of the changes include
rubber rafts and inner tubes in one
class with the inflatable kayaks
and similiar inflatables in a different class, a man and woman .row
boat class for boats having two or
more people, and a multiple crew
class for row boats with three or
more men.

Get into Pub Iic Service ..... .

Seattle University
Public Service Institute
- -=-ae~ome familier with problems in public management.
-Understand the princ(ples and dynamics of the
polrtical process and the role of administrative agencies
in that process.
-Acquire ~na~ytic and research skills.

The Institute is committed to the public welfare and creates
a favorable climate for students who seek to public policymaking, planning and the delivery of public services.

"Well, it sure is nice here in Evelyn'burg in the spring," Barry said as
our heros walked down the mall. "It's so pleasant," he added as he
watchPd a campus policeman gun down someone who'd ripped off a salt
shaker from the dining hall. "It's so peaceful," he extolled, as he and Ted
walked past a dorm where the walls were quaking to the strains of "Fun,
fun, fun, till her daddy took the T-bird away, ooooeeeee!"
"You can really get into your head," Ted said, looking at the guys
looking at the girls sun-bathing. "You know," he added, "I've figured out
how the state schools could solve their funding problems. All they have
to do is get the state to grant them exclusive franchise to sell beer to the
minors on campus."
Walking closer to the SUB our heroes chanced upon a chance
encounter between the Hari Krishna society and a group of
fundamentalists who were arguing over God, who was nodding off on the
sidelines. The fundamentalists were thumping on their holy books,
talking in tongues and exhorting God to send the dudes in the saffron
robes straight to hell. The Krishnaites were asserting that they had
transcended all that, and several of them where walking around several
feet off the ground to prove it. "Yeah, but can you walk on water?" one
of the fundamentalists sneered.
"This is what education is all about," Barry said, watching as a dozen
people came streamin$' out .of the SUB, carrying a variety of t~~ck tire
inner tubes. They all lept mto a car and raced out of the par.'1ng lot,
showers of Oly bottle caps spurting out the windows.
_
"It's spring, and a young man's fancy turns to indolence," Ted said.
"Even the professors know that."
"Well I wonder," Barry said, "If the editors will accept that as a good
reason for this column being late."
"Yeah," Ted said. "We stopped to float the Mississippi on our way back
from Washington."
"You know we haven't propounded any great social messages this
time," Barry said.
"Well, here's one," Ted declared. "Enjoy, enjoy. Some day you might
have to work for a living."

SUB
Monday-Friday 9 am - 6 pm
Saturday-Sunday 11 am -12 am

BOOKSTORE
Monday-Friday
9-6 pm
Saturday
12-5
pm

CAFETERIA
RENTAL SHOP
Monday-Friday 7:30am-3:30pm Monday-Friday 11:30am-2:30pm

For further information call:

Career Planning and Placement Center
lOS Barge
963- 1921

THE GAMES ROOM
Monday-Friday 10 am-10 pm
· Saturday 10 am - 11 pm

CO-RECREATION
Tuesday, Wed. · "Tliurs
Adult Swim

UGLY
BEAR
SCHEDULE
SUN: Pizza 1 /2 price with purchase of 2 pitchers (5 til-

9 pm)

MON: .Pitchers $1.00 all day & night

TUES: Free Popcorn
WED: Free Pool (5 pool tables)
THURS: Wine $1.50 pi.t cher or 3oe glass
Beer $1.00 a pitcher - aH day & night
FRI & SAT: Pitch·e r $1.00 til 7:oo· pm - then our regular $1.25 price

KEGS & PONY KEGS TO GO
HOURS: 12 til 2
1 ·11 West 3rd

2 til 12 on SUNDAY
962-9934

FOOSBALL
AIR HOCKEY
CUT OUT AND SA VE

1

1

~

Grant County awarded
Summer youth program
Joanne Garness, Director for
the Northeast Quadrant Work
Experience Programs, announced
that the Grant County Community
Action, Inc. in Moses Lake has
been awarded the 1975 Summer
Program for Economically Disad.vantaged Youth. (SPEDY)
This project, funded under Title
I of the Comprehensive Employment Training Act, is designed to
provide approximately 600 temporary full or part-time jobs to young
persons 14 through 22 years of age
for 10 weeks this summer.
Emphasis is placed on meaning. ful exposure to a work invironment. This exposure provides
the young persons the opportunity
to develop effective work habits,
skills and income support which
will enable them to return to
~chool in the fall.
Indi~idual trai!!ing sites will be

assigned to some clients, however
Program priorities call for crews
of youth to be established for the
completion of various state, county and local community improvement projects.
Priority for
selection of projects will be placed
on activities that include restoration, maintenance and further
development of historical museums, roadside atractions, etc, in
preparation for the Bicentennial
celebrations.
Proposed projects will be reviewed by local Area Employment
Development Planning Boards.
Any state, county, city or local
Community nonprofit agency
desiring youth for a project should
~ontact Ms. Garness at the project's central office, Grant County
Community Action, Inc. for further information.
The Northeast Quadrant of
Washington includes, Grant,
Adams, Lincoln, Kittitas, Chelan,
Douglas, Okanogan, Ferry,
Stevens and Pend Oreille counties.
ties.
Young persons interested in
enrolling can contact their local
Community Action Agency for an
application form. All clients will
be paid the minimum wage with
the exception of the crew leaders
who will receive $2.40 per hour.
Eligibility for enrollment includes:
Family income below federal
poverty level, 14--22 years of age
?-nd in need of the training.

SWEECY WEEKEND

Local businessman befriends Vietnamese

Refugees come to Ellensburg
Nine out of the thousands of
refugees that left South Vietnam
will be living in Ellensburg in
about a month.

Saigon fell. He sent three letters
or cablegrams to the Kys, offering
them help in getting out of
Vietnam.

The Ky family will leave Hawaii
at that time to live in Ellensburg.
One member of the family, 19 year
old Nguyen Dang Chau arrived in
Ellensburg Sunday, May 11. He
will stay with local businessman
Steve DeCou, who was partically
responsible for the Ky family's
escape.

DeCou met the Ky family while
serving in Vietnam. He had heard
of them stateside and got to know
them when he arrived in Saigon.
Later on, when DeCou sustained a
knee injury, he speni'._ his _three
months of six leave with them.
DeCou will now have to support
the Ky family. The five children
range in age from 19 to 11. In
addition, two other people came
with the Kys', 17 an<;l 24 yea_rs ?ld.

DeCou had kept contact with
the Ky family a month be_fore

$2.00

WEEKEND

$2.00

DeCou has agreed to support them
also.
DeCou's trying to let as many
people as possible in Ellenburg
know about the Ky's, "So that the
people here will be ready to accept
the Ky's. I hope Ellensburg can
accept them."
Each time the Kys' responded
that all was well and that they
were safe. DeCou said of one
letter, "I received a letter dated
March 28 saying that ·everything
was fine. He (Ky) mentioned that
travel was hard but otherwise all
was fine."
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Hot Dogs and BEER
ASC Card or ID please
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Doors open at 8:00
Band starts .at 8:30
$2-.00
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Send novvfor latest catalog.
Enclose $2.00 to cover return postage.

$2.75 per page
ESSAY SERVICES

Box 1218 Niagara Falls,
NY USA 14302

Our research seNice is sold for research assistance only. ·
Campus representatives required. Please write. ·
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Is it a vast wasteland?

9

·Humorous tribute to TV city Average river floater
by Steve Johnson and
Tom Engdahl
LET'S MAKE A DEAL---Hilarious
chaos ensues when a contestant
masquerading as a chain saw
attacks another guest disguised as
a tree.
SESAME STREET---Big Bird is
shocked when he inadvertently
stumbles upon Burt and Ernie in a
~ homosexual encounter.
.
ABC WIDE WORLD-OF SPORTS
Frank Gifford emerges victorious
from a beer guzzling contest with
Howard Cosell and Jim McKay.
Complications result later on,
however, w,1en the three fun
love1 s take to the streets of
Brooklyn to play football with a
cantelope they stole from an
Italian fruit vendor; while trying
to toss a pass to the Giffer, Jim
accidentally hits a New York
Metro bus driver who, blinded by
cantelope seeqs, runs his bus
through Macy's display window
•facing 5th Avenue. Howard, Jim
and Giff are then seen playing
tiddily-winks in the back of a police
van as they are carted off to jail.
STAR TREK---Captain Kirk, upon
returning to the Enterprise,
phasers Scotty out of existence in
a fit of rage after Scotty inadvertently beamed Kirk into a massive
pile of excretum on the planet
Enormo.
*A*S*H---In this week's liilarious episode, Trapper John and
Hawkeye show up for surgery
bombed on martinis and mistakeny amputate three limbs and a
belly-button off of a patient whose
only illness was an infected
hangnail. C6medic chaos ensues
hen the patient regains consciousness and hops after the two
jokers on his one remaining leg
trying to bite them to death.
EDICAL CENTER---J oe Gannon performs a delicate, 4 hour
gastroint~stinal operation which
leaves the patient weak, but

recovering nicely. Later on Gannon v'isits the patient in the
recovery ward, where, demonstrating the epitome of bad timing, he
tells the sick guy a joke which
causes the patient to rip out all 89
stomach stitches laughing, resulting in his bleeding to death . .
ADAM 12---Malloy and Reed successfully foil an attempt by a
juvenile to steal two pieces of
Bazooka Joe Bubble gum; they are
busted from the force later on
however, when- it becomes apparent they had parked their radio
car in front of a hospital emergency entrance/exit zone, · which
resulted in the destruction of two
ambulances, their radio car, a bus,
a nurse's motorcycle, a !inner van,
and the deaths of twenty emer- ·
gency incoming patiei\ts who died
waiting for the wreckage to be
cleared away.
SWAT
---Hondo Harrelson and the SWAT
team once again prove their
usefulness to society when they
have to contend with a demented
ten year old who is holding a squirt
gun full of nitro to the head of his
Smokey the bear doll; after
careful consideration, the SW AT
team then decides on a brilliant
course of action by utilizing a
remote-control unit to activate the
battery operated bear doll into
knocking the squirt gun out of its
captors hands. The plan proves
faulty however, when the bear
strikes the gun too violently and
detonates the nitro, blowing up
the kid and part of his nearby
tree house.
COLOMBO---Colombo's proficiency at being a crack detective
becomes apparent when he coerces a confession out of a suspect by
submitting the brute to 24 hours of
questioning in a small room where
the suspect ·must tolerate inane
dialogue, sickening cigar smoke
and the overpowering stench of
Colombo's long unwashed rain-

coat.
CANNON---This week the overweight detective gains thirty more
pounds as a result of winning a pie
eating contest at a fat man's picnic.
Later on, while chasing a suspect
on foot, Cannon suffers severe
head contusions and abrasions
when his fat, rolling jowls flap and
bounce violently against his piggish face.
WILD KINGDOM---While tracking the elusive and ~are dwarfduck-billed yo-yo on the coast of
wildest Australia, Marlin Perkins
is attacked by a herd of crazed
Koala bears. His efforts to save
himself prove futile however, as he
finally succumbs to the little bears
strange tactic of thrashing him
with discarded Qantas pamphlets:
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL---This
week Wolfman Jack welcomes
gitter superstar, Alice Cooper.
The show runs smoothly until the
Wolfman accidentally trips over
the power cord that runs to Alice's
microphone; then Alice, in a
bisexual fit of rage, has his band
members drag Wolfman out on
stage where Alice proceeds to
flagellate him with his pet boa.
HAWAll FIVE-0---Steve Mcuarrett and the Five-0 team shoot to
ribbons a brute who is jaywalking.
The show reaches a startling
climax however, when McGarrett
mumbles over the bullet-riddled
corpse, "Book' im," and Chin Ho
Kelly and Danny Williams tell
McGarrett he's crazy.
KOLCHAK-THE
NIGHT
STALKER---In this week's horrifying episode, Carl Kolchak trips
over his own feet while coming
home from a drunken orgy, breaks
his camera, and' while recooperating in the drunk tank at the police
station, discovers in a discarded
newspaper his show has been
cartceled.
ALL IN THE F AMIL Y---In this
hilarious show, the suspense of
Gloria's long-term pregnancy ends
as she gives birth to two mulatto
twins and an Arapaho baby boy,
which leads the Meathead to
wonder if he is the real father.
THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR
MAN---In this frightening episode,
Steve Austin's bionic powers
prove useless as he is pinned
under a lovesick bulldozer.

bewore of water god

by Bill Kirby
Beware floaters, the river gods
are angry and not in a merciful
mood!
. With the Yakima in near flood
stage, the average river floater
may find himself in trouble as he
floats down the river. The dangers
come from three different but
interrelated directions.
With the river in near flood
stage the current becomes public
enemy number one. No longer can
a simple paddle of a hand or stroke
of an oar send you off in a new
direction. Once you are in the
strong currents of a flooding river
you have to bend to the will of the
river. This means that the floater
has to pay even more attention to
the next turp and even the one
before that.
The fast current can make it
very hard to get back out of the
river when you want to do so. Last
weekend this writer took a raft
over the spillway below Rotary
Park and found out just how
strong the river has become. The
raft sucessfully went over the
spillway but immediately was
swept down the river past the exit
point. It was a real struggle for the
four of us, two of whom were
experienced river rats, to.walk up
stream to the break in the solid
undergrowth below the spillway:No one can know how hard it is to
walk against a 12 to 15 m.p.h.
current, holding onto a rubber raft

and your passengers as you slip on
the slippery, algae covered roc~s.
Along with the current is the
danger of floating debris. This can
range from twigs up to whole
trees. The floating trash is most
dangerous when it hangs up on a
rock bar just below the :mrface
and blocks part or all of a channel.
Even the wind can present the
floater with danger. A strong gust
of wind can and has driven a raft
or tube against the river bank.
Then the floater will receive a fast
trip into the water as he is flipped
off his tube by the branches that
stick out from shore.
Presently fhe real danger area
is around the spillway at the
diversion dam below Rotary Park.
The fast flowing river has eroded
the islands placed there last
winter to even the flow of water
across the spillway. Now there is a
very strong current on the east or
control gate side of the river. The
word on floating over the spillway
the next week or two is DON'T.
For those who do want to enjoy
some of our E-burg sun on the
river, a few, guidelines should be
followed. First, don't try the
spillway. You can safely get out at
the landslide area approximately
1/2 mile above the spillway.
Second, float with someone who
has experience on the river this
year. Third, go with an organized
group of floaters or in an event like
Kennedy Hall's river race May 24.

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main 925-5539

/

& Galaxy Room
We've been in business 35 years
under the same own_~rship.
We appreciate the past business
and nope it continue~
Restaurant 962-9977

4 Blocks
W. of College
U.S. Hwy. 10
at Jct. of U.S.
Hwy. 97
Ellensburg

Galaxy Room- 962-9908
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dar~evil

Bg ugh T

A modest proposal concerning the
bicyclers and
they pose to life and limb. [With _apologies to Dean Swift]

Any citizen perfectly familiar with the Central campus and its
environs will surely be aware that there are malevolent forces menacing
his well-being. The citizen has probably strolled peacefully down the
mall when all of a sudden his serenity was shattered by something
hurtling by. No it was not "the whirring of Time's winged chariot" but
rather a daredevil bicyclist traveling full tilt with wanton disregard for
the public safety. It would be an uncommon citizen who has not hear_d
the "click-click-clicking" of rapidly spinning wheels and the "skitchskitch-skitch" of applied brakes as the daredevil bicyclist coasts behind
him waiting for an opportunity to pass him. Once past and clear the two
wheeled maniac invariably returns to his former rate of speed.
For those who believe through reasons of vanity or ignorance that this
phenomenon is without counterpart in nature, I hasten to assure them
that this is not so. Only the other day I chanced to see my neighbor's
dog, an animal of the most varied pedigree, being conveyed at a good clip
in my neighbor's car. As dogs are wont to do his head was hung out the
window, his long, pink tongue lolling out. On the dog's face was the same
blissfully idiotic expression as that of the adolescent bicyclists who
endeavor to satisfy at our expense their nearly insatiable appetite for
speed.
One is forced to admit that the mall and its traffic present a strange
sight, a sight much in need of correction, possibly by the most stringent
measures. An honored friend of mine; a man who has traveled beyond
the great mountains that rim this valley, tells me that this sight reminds
him of a, six day bicycle race during the course of which the innocent
spectators have wandered out onto the track. And soon if not already,
one of our number will be laid low by the daredevil bicyclists. In our .
mind's eye we· see ourselves lying on the ground, our bodies ruined

beyond repair,screamjng and crying, as our fellow citizens gather around
offering what little consolation as they can. What is to be done about
this miserable state of affairs.?
It would be unseemly and ungentlemanly of me to diagn..ose such a
cruel problem without prescribing remedy. I will now demonstrate the
reasoning that led to this proposal, explaining it clearly and carefully so
that even the dwlest among us may understand. First, I considered
having the campus police ticket these offenders but this is so obvfously
simple-minded that it is unworthy of further consideration. Secondly, I

·,

r q , Q 2 v i n g every pedstrian carry his or her favorite fowling piece
charged with rocksalt so as to pepper the ~aredevil bicyclists as they
flash by. It would prevent the bicyclists from feeling comfortable astride
their bicycles for a goodly length of time and' would insure that they ate
their porridge from the mantlepiece, giving them pause to consider the
nature of their error. This proposal I rejected upon grounds of the
perhaps unreasonable mayhem that might insue. Furthermore with
everyone carrying his or her favorite fowling piece, Central could come
to resemble an_armed ~mp. The sight of the campus police and their
cannons is frightening enough. Thirdly I considered stringing a piano
wire at neck height beneath the railroad trestle where visibility is all the
poorer for the despicable action of vandals. This I rejected on the
humanitarian grounds that it would impede pedestrians. Finally I came
up with a modest proposal which no reasonable person with a thirst for
excitement can find fault.
My well traveled friend informs me that in a far off mountain range
called The Alps, people carry a long, thin staff of wood called an
alpenstock. With an alpenstock they can probe for brethern buried by an
avalanche, keep wolves at bay and generally ward off the ravages of
nature. Why, I asked myself, can't we too use an alpenstock for
My well traveled friend informs me that in a far off mountain range ,
called The Alps, people carry a long, thin sta_ff of wood called an
alpenstock. With an alpenstock they can probe for brethern buried by an
avalanche, keep wolves at bay and generally ward off the ravages of
nature. Why, I asked myself, can't we too use an alpenstock for
protection? Imagine yourself sauntering down the mall with your trusty
staff in hand and hearing that familiar "tick-tick-ticking." At the right
moment you whirl around ' and fling your alpenstock into the speeding
bicycle, the front wheel probably yielding the most spectacular results.
One would want to stand well clear and relase the alpenstock before it
goes into the wheel, as the resultant torque might break one's wrist. For
this minor effort one would be rewarded with an invigorating, albeit
brief, display: _the daredevil bicyclist performing the wierdest acrobatics
across the concrete, a most unforgiving surface, followed by a tangle of
metal greatly resembling his former bicycle. Through such a program
the daredevil bicyclists will no longer be seen as a menace to life and limb
but rather as noble partners in the continuing battle to keep the jaded
entertained. Although such performances will probabl-y become rarer
with the passage of time, I make no doubt that it will prove a source of
endless fascination for all concerned.
Stewart McCallister

Rural history theme of
Ellensburg photo show
The Ellensburg Public Library is
accepting entries for its "Rural
History Photo Show". The contest
is being sponsored in order to
build a photographic record of the
historic rural buildings of Kittitas
County.
Entries to the show will be
accepted throughout May, June,
July and until August 1. All
entries will become a part of the

RD350

@<§lf~g
WED= $2 steak dhmers
soc _p1tchecs THURS: lad-1es in tree

1

1lO Cash Rebate

oa purchase of a 1975 RD 350 •

Re•te may apply to- down
payment.
·

Ellensburg
·
Yamaha

library's loc~l history collection.

,

and filled completely as possible.
Photographers should put their
The photos will be judged on
name and_site of picture on the ""
August l, and will be displayed · back. of each photo entered.
August 1-9 at the library.
Multiple shots of a building
Suggested topics for · photo should be submitted as a sngle..competition are: Barns, grainaries, entry. The library suggests a
silos and mills; mining buildings, series of photos on a buildinh could
houses, homestead and log cabins include, for example, a photograph
and rural outbuildings.
of the building, a photo showing ..
Professional.and amatuer photo- the relationship of the building to
graphs will be separated into two other buildings, and a close-up of
classes. In the amatuer class, distinctive architectural details.
entries by photographers aged 15
Prizes will be awarded for first
and under will be judged separate- and second places in each cately.
gory. The decision of the judge will
be
final.
In the professional category,
photographers should submit
Winning photographs will be
black and white photos, unmount- published in the Ellensburg Daily
ed, with no size limitation.
Record. The Ellensburg Public
Library reserves the right to
Amateur photos need to be publish and copyright any photos
black and white, unmounted, and submitted.
there is no size .limitation.
Any questions concerning the
With each photograph a historiphoto contest' should be directed to
cal data sheet should be submitted the Ellensburg Public Library.
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Queue
This week~nd Ellensburg is the place for some real do-it-yourself
entertainment. First-0f all, the infamous Kennedy Hall Raft and Floating
<;)bjects Race is on for this coming Saturday. This-event should provide a
lot of good times for not only the people in the race, but the on-lookers as
well.
It should be remembered that care and caution should prevail on
Saturday's race and any other river floating adventure this spring and
summer. So far we have been fortunate in the fact that very few serious
accidents have happened on the river. Let's keep it this way.
Turning to what's happening in Seattle, a couple of weeks from now
we find America, the pop group that rode "A Horse With No Name" to
international recognition, returning for two concert performances at
Paramount Northwest Friday May 30 at 7 pm and at 10 pm.
The trio, concisting of Gerry Beckley, Dan Peek and Dweey Bunnell,
played to capacity audience last August in Seattle. Since then they have
recorded on Warner Brother's label tunes such as "Venture Highway,"
"Lonely People" and the recent hit "Tin Man." So make it a point to be in
Seattle for this concert which should prove to kick off the summer's fun
in fine fashion.
· Over the past several weeks, it has been my contention to provide the
reader with short articles of wit and wisdom. This week I can honestly
say I have neither to offer. Instead. I have a series of laws that I found to
be helpful in my struggle again~t grades, credits and the subversive

A

&
E

element known as education. So here are six laws, take or leave them,
that you might find enlightening.
LOWET'S LAW: If it jams, force it. If it breaks, it needed replacing
anyway.
ZUMWALT'S LAW: The probability of_ failure is directly proportional
to the number and importance of the people watching the test.
LAB LAW: Experience is directly proportionate to the amount of
equipment ruined.
MURPHY'S LAW:
If anything can go wrong, it will.
If anything can't go wrong it will anyway.
When things go well something will go wrong.
When things can't get worse, they will.
When things appear to be going better, you have
overlooked something.
HARV ARD LAW OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOR: A genetically standardized species, when subjected to carefully calibrated stimuli under precise
laboratory conditions, will behave as it damn well pleases.
FETWICHE'S LAW: When you drop a piece of peanut butter toast it
will always land peanut butter side down. Always.
Until next week, wrap your fish with the sports section, I've h~d the
honor too long. Good river fishing.

John Baird

Queue around town
Friday, May 16

· 6-9 pm S.I.M.S. Grupe
6:30-9:30 pm E.O.P. Workshop
8 am
Women's Career Dev. L&L.Lounge
Program Munsun Hall
7-8 pm Tahitian Dance Show
8-10 am
Graduate Orals-Dean Threepenny Playhouse
Hickson SUB 105
7-9 pm Square Cats SUB Ballroom
9-10:30 am Parking & Traffic 8:15-10 pm Sr. Recital-Eileen
Comm SUB 103
Hattee, Mezzo-Soprano Hertz 100
9-12 pm Admissions meeting SUB
210
Monday, May 19
10-2 pm Kittitas Valley Church
8 am Fire Investigators Training
SUB Ballroom
10-5 pm w_ .S.B.E.A. SUB 204_-205 SUB 204-208 & Theatre .
9-5 pm Liberal Studies Program
12-1 pm -Jazz Band I SUB Pit
Grupe
,
2-4 pm Lingua SUB 210
12-1
pm
Forestry
Luncheon
3-5 pm Graduate Orals-Maureen
Small Sue
Renville SUB 105
7-10 pm Parachute Club SUB . 12-1 pm Coffee House SUB Pit
204-205
1-3 pm V.P. Advisory Council SUB
8: 15-10 pm Combined Freshman 103
Recital-Anne Miller, Bre.nna 2-4 pm Women's Development
Brummett, and Celecte Goetschius Assoc. SUB 210
3-5 pm P:S.A. SUB 107
Hertz 100
3-5
pm Graduate Orals-Linda
8:30-11 pm Play:Twelve Angry
Rudolph
SUB 105
Women McConnell Auditorium
3:
15-5
pm
Teacher Ed. Meeeting
9-12 pm ASC Dance-Band: Big
SUB
103
Horn SUB Ballroom
6:30-9:30 pm Search & Rescue
Buffet Holmes
Saturday, May 17
7:30-8:30 Coffee House SUB Pit
9-1 pm Intercultural Comm Grupe .8:15-10 pm Jr. Recital - Karen
10-2 pm Kittitas Valley Church
Holmes, Alto Hertz 100
SUB Ballroom
Tuesday, May 20
10-3 pm W.F.S.E. SUB 206
10-4 pm WA St. Day Care Assoc.
8-5 pm Fire Investigators Training
SUB 208
SUB 204-208 & Theatre
10-7 pm Alcoa Aluminum Summer _
Sunday, May 18
Recruitment SUB 210
8-12 pm Kittitas Valley Church 2-3 pm Christian Science SUB 1U4
SUB Ballroom
2-4 pm President's Council SUB

LI BERTY Theatre

103
3-4 pm Athletic Comm Meeting
SUB 214
4-5:30 pm Scholarship Awards
Assembly Grupe
5:45-6:45 pm Christian Science
SUB 214
6-7 pm ~.H.C. SUB 204-205
7-8 pm Football meeting Nich.
Pav. 117
7-9 pm Karate Club Hebeler Gym
7-9:30 pm S.W.E.A 'Grupe
7:30-9 pm S.I.M.S. SUB 214
8: 15-10 pm "The Lovely Milleress"
-Schubert . Students of Barbara
Brummett Hertz 100

OPEN 6:45 925-9511

-··----

PLAYS Thru TUE.
lml!!i~--------....
Shows Nightly 7:00 & 10:30- Sunday 5:00 & 8:~ .

A movie for everyone who ·""'' '~~~w$.t
has ever dreamed
} ~'.!; ~Wr
of a second chance.
. '~.f*~:r ·r ·

ELLEN BURSTYN

.

.KRIS KRISTOFFERSON ALICE
Co-Hit Nightly At 8:55 - DQESNT LJVE HERE
IN

Swiday 6:55 & 10:30
In 1955 there were
a few things a fashionable
girls school didn't teach.

Wednesday, May 21
8-5 pm Fire Investigators Training
SUB 204-208 & Theatre
8:30-3:30 pm P.T.A. WA Congress
Gr upe
9-12 pm Admissions & B.C.C. SUB
103
10-11 am 5th Ave. City Cent er
Hebeler Gym
12-1 pm Goofy's Band SUB pit
1:30-3 pm Undergraduate Curr.
Comm. SUB 210
3-5 pm Bahai Club SUB 107
3:30-4 pm Dean of Soc. & Behavioral Sciences SU~ 103
7-9 pm Fencing Club Nich. Pav.
203
7-9 pm International Folk Dance
Club SUB Ballroom
7-11 pm Chess Club SUB 206
8:15-10 pm Sr. Recital-Melissa ·
Hazzard, Soprano Hertz 100

OPEN 6:45 925-4598
..,.._..__ _ _ _ __.Two Excellent Features
Shows Each Ni~ht At 7:00 Only

'ON
ANY
SUNDAY'
Plus At 8:40 _- ---.........__...,.....;..------.Onl Each Night
'ENDLESS SUMMER'
ELLEN Dr ive-In

17:45 925-3266
.. OPEN
FRI., SAT. & SUN.

,_~!"---~._

!-..' .·

Two Action HITS - Show Starts At Dusk

-ROGER MOORE •.IAllES BOND DOT
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ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO
in Washington Territory
By Ra! Smith
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This is a series of vignettes of
Washington State pioneer life,
written by Ray Smith of Ellensburg, a professorof humanities
at Central Washington State
College. Smith's hobby is reading
old state newspapers, either in
the original or from microfilmed
records from the Washington
State or University of Washington libraries. His series is
designed to get the reader in the
mood for the 1976 Bicente~nial
celebration.
_
Rnv Smith
COLUMN NO. 13 - One H111dred Years Ago ., ..

A hundred. years a~o, or
thereabouts, m Washmgton
Territory, there were a number
of holidays to be celebrated
even though a few of our bigger ones hadn't really been
thought of. There wasn't any
Labor Day or Armistice Day
(or Veterans' Day, if you like)
or Arbor day, for example, but
Christmas and New Year's
Day were big, and, curiously
enough, Plymouth Rock Day
seemed to rank right up there
.
. .
~tth, Thanksg1vmg, St. Patrick s Day, and other moments
for celebration.
The frontier nature of
Washington society a hundred
years ago meant that holidays
were occasions for dances or
balls because almost any oc.
caston called for a ball. Someone has remarked th~t our
forefathers danced their way
across the continent and that's
probably true because they
danced a great deal in Washington Territory. Dancing
schools and dancing masters
moved from town to town with
.

'CO~~... ·u. '."'~A

one successful school. term
after another. The Chnstma_s
Ball would ,be followed by the
New Year s Ball and the
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Washington's Birthday Ball
and the St. Patrick's Day Ball
and so forth and so on till the
Fourth of July and after.
The
Weekly
-Pacific
Tribune's account of 1 January
1875 of the Christmas festivities is typical:
The entertainment given at
Meeker's hop farm, in the
Tacoma Valley. on Christmas
n.i~h~. by the young folks of the
v1cm1ty. was a well~conduct~d,
~nd very pleasant affair, resultmg
m a handsome benefit to the
widow Stone. Altogether, there
were present about three hundred
persons. including tw~nty-five
or thirty from the towns of
Tacoma. After the music, plays
a~d performances ~ere done
with. the hall was given up to
dancing. Seve~ty couples stayed
to that, and, ltke at all country
dances. kept it up until daylight of the next morning. A supper was provided by the farmers
wives and daughters. and was
eaten with keen relish by the
crowd of hungry ones present.
The same n~ght there was a grand
ball at Steilacoom an_d a masqu~rade ball at ~lymp1a, both of
which were highly successful,
and both attended bvTacomans.

The

frontier nature of
also meant that
certain holidays took on a
little di~rent meaning in the

washington

territory. In a Thanksgiving
sermon preached in Seattle in
1873, Reverend McLeod gave
thanks to God for big trees
and a rough country, claiming
that they ·" kept (away) and
drove away the timid and encouraged and produced strong
men and . women." (Puget
Sound
Weekly
Courier
(Olympia), 6 December 1873.)
But the pioneer spirit was best
exemplified in an editorial
injunction in the Daily Pacific
Tribune of 16 December 1873
in which a call was made to
celebrate the 258th anniversary of the landing of the Pilgrims because "in the towns
and mills of Puget Sound there
are many 'chips of the old
block,' or descendants of the
Puritans, and we think they
have not too many holidays."

SEE AWARD- WINNING ACTRESS IN

A movie for everyone who
has ever dreamed
of a second chance.

North America's Largest Service
SZ.75 per .,:.g.
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·ELLEN BURS1YN
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON ALICE
. DOESN'T LIVE HERE
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ANYMORE
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Send
for latest catalog. Enclose $2.00 to cover return post·
age.

P .0. Box 1218
Niagara Falls, New York
14302
f416)366-8649
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Nothing to do in Ellensburg?
roekhounding can be obtained by views and are different in length.
calling one of the following: Jim
The Old Yakima Highway is a 2
Wilson (962-2378), Gerald French 1/2 hour 'trip following the Yakima
(962-9366), Martin · Rollinger (925- Canyon to the crest of the ridge
5107) and Glen Busby (925-2368).
and continuing to the Wenas
TRAPSHOOTING: Trap- Valley and Selah.
shooting facilities and an archery
The Taneum Manashtash · Loop
range are located at the end of is not accessible by passenger
Airport Road-Bowers Field. It is carsi it starts from the Taneum
open Sunday and is run by the campgrounds and goes left at
Field and Stream Club.
Shadow Creek Road, reaching
HORSEBACK RIDING: Hidden Tamarack Springs Road, turning
Valley Guest Ranch, (Route 2 Cle left at Cowcamp Road (No. 1807)
Elum) and KOA (Vantage) rent and following · the North Fork
horses by the hour. Singing Hills Manashtash road.
Lodge
also has riding facilities.
The Colockum Pass drive is
Villey RMd),
Kachees campground (15 miles The KOA riders follow tra11s with open in July and August only,
east of I-90), Rocky Run Camp- . a wrangler.
taking from six to eight hours
ground on Lake Kachees (5 miles
BIRDWATCHING: Some areas following an unimproved road to
east of I-90), Roza Dam Reservoir for birdwatchers are: Thrall fish- Wenatchee and returning via
(15 miles south of Ellensburg on ing pond, Cook Canyon, Robinson Blewett Pass or Vantage.
the Yakima Canyon Road) and Canyon, Colockum . Game Range,
PARKS: There are six parks
Vantage (three locations; eight L.T. Murray Wildlife Recreation
within Ellensburg and six State
miles south on the west side of the Area, Lauderdale and Teanaway.
·campground/parks in the county.
river, 1/2 mile north on the ending
HIKING: In the upper Kittitas
of the Old Vantage Highway and County there are nine designated The Northern Square park (3d and
on the North side of the I-90 trails for hiking which vary from Pacific Streets) is a historical
railroad square. Reed Park (Craig
bridge.)
1/2 mile to 11 miles in length and
ROCKHOUNDING: There are from a gentle trail to steepening Hill) overlooks the valley. Wilson
two locations noted for rock trails in hiking difficulty. The Creek Campsite and Squaw Greek
bounders in the area; 25-30 miles trails lead to lakes, streams and Campgrounds are both in desouth on the Yakima Canyon Road view points; some have cooking, velopment. Most of the parks have
picnic tables and/or shelters and
on the east side there are beds of water and toilet facilities.
restroom facilities.
jaspar, burls, blue a~ates, jade
and petrified wood. Beds of
Handout.a and brochures on
DRIVES: 15 drives are named
spruce, cypress, maple, cedar and in the handout; they range from these and other activities in
walnut petrified wood can be Lion Rock road to the Manashtash Kittitas County can be picked up
found 25 miles east on the Old a11d Taneum Canyons. The drives at the Chamber of Commerce, 436
Vantage Highway. Information on include a number of different N. Sprague .

"There's nothing to do in
Ellensburg!" is a common -expres- ·
sion heard from students. The
Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce
has published a handout explaining some of the activities,
hikes and drives in the area which
refutes this claim, and they are
listed as follows:
BOATING: There are six boat
launching facilities in the area:
Lake Easton and the Easton
Resort (12 miles west of I-90),
Lake Cle Elum-Davis Creek (1- 1/2
miles north of Driftwood Acres on

~---------------------~--~c~ E~m

MaY is family unity
month inWashington
May has been declared "Family
UNITY Month" in the state of
Washington by Governor Daniel J.
Evans.
The purpose of designating a
month as "Family Unity Month" is
to sponsor activities and programs
to help strengthen families.
On Monday, May 12, the LatterDay Saint Student Association
sponsored a special "Family home
Evening" to discuss the importance of the family and some of the
problems that threaten the family

unit. About 25 people attended.
The LDS (Mormon) church
teaches that "No success outside
the home can compensate for
failure within the home:" Monday
is set aside by that church to
"Family Home Evening", so that
families can spend time together.
Activities will be occuring all
over the state as part of "Family
Unity Month." More information
on family unity can be gotten by
calling the LDS Institute of
Religion, 925-9416.

•
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CATALOG
SCHOLARSHIP A WARDS
ASSEMBLY
The annual Scholarship and
Award Assembly sponsored by
the Office of Financial Aid will be
on May 20 in Grupe 4 and 5 pm.
FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS FOR 1975-76
Students pla.nning to apply for
financial aid for the 1975-76 school
year are asked to pick up their
application forms in the Office of
Financial Aid, Barge 209. Although the deadline dates have

passed, the Office of Financial Aid
will continue accepting applications and awards of aid will be
made as funds -allow.
ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY
$753 - $966 per month.
Permanent full time position in the
Physical Plant. Posted 5/12/75,
qown 5/16/75.
SECRETARY II
$511 - $649 per month. Permanent full time position in Aerospace., Posted 5/12/75, down
5/23/75.

FOOD SERVICE WORKER I
$511 - $649 per month.
Permanent 3/4 time position for 10
month instructional year in . the
SUB. Irregular work week. Posted
5/12/75, down 5/23/75.
COOK I
$589 -$753 per month. Permanent 10 month instructional year
position in the SUB.
Posted
5/12/75, down 5/23/75.
PERMA SPECIALTIES
Summer Sales-Employment
U.500 l!11arantee olus commis-

sions, male or female, car necessary. Interviews May 21 .at Placement Center 11 am & 3 pm.
BEOG APPLICATIONS-1975-76
App1ications for the Basic Edu~
cational Opportunity Grant
(BEOG) for the 1975-76 school year
are available in the Office of
Financial Aid, Barge 209. Applicaations for the BEOG Program are
in addition to those applications
students completed for regular
student financial aid through the
Financial Aid Office at Central. All
students applying for aid who

started college classes after April
l, 1973, must also submit applications for the BEOG and submit the
student eligibility Report to the
Office of Financial A~d. If a
student has questions concerning
the BEOG Program, please contact the Office of Financial Aid.
EDUCATION STUDENTS
Applications for September Experience, Option B, Option C
Entry Phase for fall '75, winter '76
and spring '76 and Student
Teaching for fall '75, winter '76 and
spring '76 . are available in Black
217, Office of Clinical Studies.
FOR SALE:

IF YOU'RE EVEN REMOTELY INTERESTED IN A NEW MUSIC SYSTEM,
OR IN UPGRADING OR EXPANDING YOUR PRESENT SYSTEM BY
ADDING SPEAKERS OR A TAPE DECK, THEN READING THIS
AD WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
Th~ above statement may seem a bit pretentious, but like everything we've been telling you about
Advent products for several years, it is on unexaggeroted fact. (It is a fact in the some way thot 'Advent
speakers give you better sound than you can buy at anywhere near -the price. 01" even for several times
"the price,' is a fact; or that 'The Advent 201 is a cassette deck with ultimate performance at a really
moderate price' is a fact.)

We take genuine satisfaction in having put so many people in touch with Advent products, and in the
reports we continue to receive telling how genuinely satisfied they are with their purchases. We will continue
to sing the pr~ises . of Advent products, which will continue to bring pleasure to wider and wider circles of
happy owners.

WHY IS THIS AD IMPORTANT TO YOU NOW?
That rare:Jt of events in Advent history, a price increase, is about to occur. Within the next week, we

will be notified of new costs to us and to the consumer, representing increases of ten to fifteen per cent.

Super Beater Camping Special:
1965 Dodge Dart Station Wagon
set up to handle just about
anything. 1969 rebuilt flat six,
rebuilt transmission, rebuilt front
end, new Diehard battery, pointless high energy ignition, new
muffler, three-way Stryder shocks
steel belted radials, 3-speed automatic radio,heater, chains, 25 mpg,
ONLY: $500. Call 925-2142 for
more information.
ALL STUDENTS IN
TEACHER EDUCATION
You are cordially invited to a
Student Washington Education
Association meeting on Tuesday,
May 20 at 7 pm in Gru_pe. A
business meeting highlighted by
elections for next year's officers
and a report on the Washington
Education Association Representative Assembly held in Spokane
will be followed by a program
concerning current educational
issues in the state of Washington.
Refreshments will be served prior
to the program.
If you have any questions call
Becky Browne (925-2651), presi·
dent.
CLASSIFIEDS
1973 Yamaha 100 Enduro, 1300
miles, showroom condition, purple,
plus two helmets. $450 total. Tom
Shapley, 925-2142.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

The ADVENT /2 (left), ADVENT, and Smaller ADVENT loudspeakers,
and (foreground) the ADVENT 20 l cassette de_ck.
Even at their new prices, Advents will be far and away the best buys in high fidelity. But with so
many of you already among our customers, and many others in various stages of discussion concerning your
high fidelity needs, we want to take this, our only opportunity. to urge you to get the best possible buy on 0
really good thing. Stop in within the next few days, won't you? If you're new to our shop, just mention that
we sent you.

CURRENT PRICES - GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY
The
The
The
The
The

ADVENT /2 loudspeaker
Smaller ADVENT loudspeaker
ADVENT loudspeaker (vinyl)
ADVENT loudspeaker (walnut)
ADVENT 20 l cassett~ deck .

MAY 17

$59.50
$79.00
$115.00
$130.00
$339.95
408 North Pearl
962-2830

For those that are looking for
summer employment, the Financial Aids Office is still taking
applications. Qualifications necessary are, you must be returning to
school next year and that you fill
out a financial aid application.
Students who will be attending
school this summer will get three
hours of work per day and those
that are not will be attending
school will work a forty hour week.
week.
The Financial Aids Office hopes
to be offering as many as 150 jobs
this summer. They employ students in on-campus jobs as well as
off-campus jobs for non-profit
organizations. Students may get
jobs in the Forestry Department,
Ellensburg_ Public Schools, camp
and recreational services, farm 1
work and other miscellaneous
jobs.
So, if you are looking for,
summer employment there is still
time to sign up on the late roster in
the Financial Aids Office, Barge
Hall.
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$100.00 CASH PRJZES
POOL - FUSSBALL TOURNEY
Saturday 2 A.M. - 5:45 A.M.
(A

Prefunction

to

Hardcore

Happy

Hour)

For the newcomers to Hardcore Happy Hour
and the veterans alike, one of the ha;dest prob·
lems is STAYING AWAKE for the prestigious
event.
Now the GOLDEN CUE has solved
the problem 1111 After you have ·closed your
favorite tavern, come ori down to the GOLD·
EN CUE for the F :r st Annual F ussball-Pool
Tournament.
It will be double el1fT'1nat1on
partners mJtches. three games to d mdtch,
and the Best News:>n

NO ENTRY FEE!!

RODEO CITY SLO PITCH
Tournament
Fri-Sat-Sun

Starting at 6:30 Friday, the EHensburg SloPitch Association will have teams from around
the State participating in the first major tournament of the season. Pizza Mia will be playing
Friday, Saturday and hopefully Sunday. Games
will be played at the High School Field (Whit~
ney Field) and at Kittitas. For directions see
the map below.
Over 300 players from
twenty-four teams will be playing. Saturday
and Sunday play starts at 8:30 A.M. and last
well into the night, so if slo-pitch is your
action,_. you at th• tournament •..•••••.•

HARDCORE HAPPY HOUR
6 A.M.
11 A.M., Saturday

What would Sweecy be without Hardcore
Happy Hour! Starting at 6 A.M. schooners will
be only 10ci and pitchers 75d. And it's only
during this time that you can buy the presti·
gious PIZZA MIA HARDCORE T-Shirt. This
quarter we will introduce our new logo along
with our usual referee, what more could you
ask for???? Alka Seltzer!

CRIER
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The Second Annual
PIZZA MIA
BICYCLE RALLY
~urday, 2 P.M.

10 Miles, controlled pace! Last year we went
over 28 miles, this year it will be shorter and
within the city; however, the three checkpoints
will have beverages available, be sure and bring
your ID if over 21 ! ! (Hint) This neat event
will take about two hours depending on how
long you stay at the checkpoints ... bring a
buddy, have a ball!
The $1 Entry Fee
' covers the cost of refreshments. Many prizes
in the form of Pizzas and Grinders!!!!

If you can't Wake Up ... Stay Up,
Join the $100.00 Tourney

smEEGll
"75

THE FIFTH ANNUAL ,
STRAWBERRY CUP FESTIVAL
Saturday - Sunday
Play starts <it 8:30 A.M. at Nicholson Pavilion,
1lwr1! should l>t! sixtesn teams participating,
thr 1?1' f 11?lds will ht? used for the tournament.

MAY 16, 17, 18

KEGG ER

PIZZA MIA

Will it be the Poat1e Hou111 _,,./n1111 Wiii they

consunw more than the 62 k• they drank lat
v•r7777 Check the Pizza Mia
this Thun·
day for the location and time for the Rugby
Club Kegger, including a live band. Last yw
1,500 people made it the biggest Kegger
around, this year????

THE GOLDEN CUE PINBALL
WIZARDS MARATHON
Saturday, 4 P.M.
HARDCORE

THE

THE

5th QUARTER

GOLDEN CUE

t
925-4444

j
925-6666

Test your wizardry on the Golden Cue's eight
pinball machines, each machine is played twice
and the person . with the highest amount of
points accumulated on all scores is the winner.
There will also be second and third prizes and
maybe more!!!!!!!

FIRST PRIZE: $25.~ WIZARD TROPHY
AND GOLDEN CUE T-SHIRT

NO ENTRY FEE!!

CRIER -5/15/75-pg.

'Cats smash way
to Evergreen crown
Craig Weishaar
Central Washington captured ,
their second straight Evergreen
Conference baseball crown last
weekend by downing Eastern
Oregon State College in a best of
three series played in LaGrande,
Oregon.
With the victory, the 'Cats
wrapped up their sixth EvCo title
in the last eight years with Coach
Gary Frederick at the helm.
In the series opener, played last
Friday, a Jim Clem wild pitch with
the bases loaded allowed the
winning run to score for Eastern
Oregon in the bottom of the ninth
inning.
With Eastern in command 9-3
after seven, the 'Cats came up
with four runs in the top of the
eighth frame, and two more in the
ninth to deadlock the count at 9-9.
In the home half of the ninth,
'Cat reliever Jim Clem walked
Dennis Scoggins and Bud Phillips
and a balk advanced them to
second and third. After Mark
king's squeeze bunt backfired,
Clem intentionally walked Eastern' s top hitter Craig Robinson to
load the bases. But on the third
pitch to Robinson, the ball got
away, allowing Scoggins to cross
the plate with the clincher.

In the third and deciding game,
the 'Cats came out swinging as
they exploded for eight third
inning runs on their way to a 19-4
thrashing of Eastern Oregon.
Central opened the baseball
clinic with 11 runs before Eastern
got on the board with a run in the
third.
In the fifth, a ·walk, a Ted Taylor
single and an error loaded the
bases with first baseman Greg
Kalian coming to the plate. To add
to Eastern's miseries, Kalian slammed the ball over the right field
fence for the grand slammer to
erase any thoughts of a comeback.
Ted Taylor, Jim Busey and Jim
Swanson led the 'Cats 18 hit
barrage with three raps each.
Taylor drove in three runs on
three singles. Busey knocked in
two with a triple and two singles,
Swanson had a double and two
singles to drive in a run, and of
course Kalian walked away with
four RBI's for the game in only one
appearance at the plate.
Gary Wasson went the distance
on the mound for Central, picking
up his fifth ·win of the season while
scattering six hits.
This weekend, the Wildcats will
travel to Lewiston to challenge
Lewis-Clark State for the NAIA
District 1 title.

17

RUGBY WEEKEND: This is part of Central's
rugby team that will be in battle this weekend in the
Fifth Annual Strawberry Cup on Saturday and
Sunday. Play begins at 8:30 am at Nicholson field, with
sixteen teams expected to participate.
ohoto bv Fred Morris

On Saturday, Central tied the
series with a 5-2 victory sending
the playoffs into a decisive third

game.
In that game, Ty Gorton snapped a 1-1 tie in the second with a
two-run single.
A double by Central's Jim Swanson knocked in a run in the fifth,
and Dave Mills rapped a run-scoring single in the sixth to put the
game out of reach.
John Robinett put on a superb
pitching display for the 'Cats,
giving up just four hits while
striking out seven to gain his fifth
victory.

sports news?
call 963-1026

Limit 4 Cans

WILSON
Tennis Rackets
. [Wood or Metal]

RESTRING

$2.00~
Oil Filter Nvlon, Super
Eternyl Nylon, or Gut

[Get ready for summer riding. Lub
and oiling should be done once a
year.]

Complete Lubrication
reg. $12.95

$ 6 •9 5

Complete Lubrication
_also true wheels, adiust
gears and brakes

$12.95
Slee_ping Bags ,
[Down - Fiberfill II - Dacron]

Frame Packs
[Jan Sport - Alpenlite - Universal]

2 Man Tents
[3 1/2 lb. Featherlite]

20%;
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Riggs 1st in 100-220

Women capture
5th in regionals
by Vicki Simpson
with a 1:51.1 time after the second
Pam Riggs placed first in both
place team of FVCC had been
the 100 and 220 yard dashes to
disqualified, and Mary Petree
help Central's women's track team
placed eighth in the discus with a
to finish fifth in the Pacific throw of 128' 6".
Northwest Regional Champion"Kathleen Kilpatrick ran ·a 15.5
ships at the University of Oregon time in the 100 meter hurdles to
last weekend.
come up with her best time of the
Riggs ran the 100 in 11.0 season," said Jan Boyungs. "If she
seconds to tie the regional mark
had placed in the first heat, she
and the 220 yard dash in a 25.1
would have gotten into the finals,
time.
and the mile relay team of Nancy
Seattle Pacific College won the · Watchie, Johns, Kiehn and Nancy
championships with 105 points
Ehle came up with their best time
followed by Oregon College of of 4:17.3."
Education with 71; Flathead ValThere are four girls competing
ley Community College 71, U of 0
in the National Championships
46, Central 33, Oregon State
University 30, U of W 26, Simon today, tomorrow and Saturday at
OSU in Corvallis, Oregon.
Frazer 25, Lane Community ColThe girls are Petree in the
lege 21, Western 12, Pacific
discus, Cary Burrell in the javelin,
Luthern University 9, Eastern 8,
Washington State University 7 Kiehn in the long jump and Riggs
in the 100 and 220 yard dashes.
and University of Puget Sound 6.
"We · are looking forward to
Other results for the 'Cats in the
doing as well as we can," replied
meet were Melanie Kiehn sixth
place in the long jump with a jump Boyungs. "There are 100 schools
of 17'7-l/2"; the 440 yard relay and over 550 athletes competing in
team of Kiehn, Riggs, Sally the meet so the competition is
indeeed of national ca.liber, but
McKenzie and Laura Jones fourth
Central is going to be well
place with a time of 50.1; the 880
yard relay team of Jones, McKen- r~presented by the four girls that
,
zie, Rig~s 3:nd ,Kiehn second place are going."'

The 980 and 960 are unique.
They have been engineered to solve
o~ce and for all the "manual vs. automatic"
dtlemma.
Th~y are belt-drive as opposed to all
a~tom~ttc chang:ers which drive the platter
via an mtermed1ate idler wheel.
The B·I·C 980· is
identical to, its comp~nion! the 960, excep
for t~e 980 s electromc dnve, pitch control
and hghted strobe
'

MATTSON'S
HI Fl STORE
ELLENSBURG

Red

fla~
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Central EvCo runnerup
by Jim Christenson
Central's track team finished a
strong second to defending champion Eastern in last weekend's
Evergreen Conference track meet
at Monmouth, Oregon.
The meet which could have been
termed a dual meet between the
'Cats and Eagles went down to the
final four events Q.~fore Eastern
put the clincher on the outcome
with a one-two-three finish in the
high jump.
Eastern pushed · its winning
point total to 225 1/2 by capturing
11 first place finishes. Central
finished with 188, followed by host
Oregon College of Education's 119.
Western 45, Southern Oregon
State College - 15 1/2, Oregon
Tech - 12, and Eastern Oregon
State College - 2.
Despite two disqualifications
which hampered the 'Cat scoring,
Central put together excellent
team depth and individual performances, and held a 44-43 lead after
the first day of competition.
Freshman Mitch Ringe opened
the meet scoring for Central on
Friday with a conference winning
toss of 160-9 in the discus. Ringe,
tops in the NAIA discus standings
was followed by sophomore teammate Mike Daniels who sailed the
discus 153-1.
Other 'Cat scoring after the first
day of competition came in the six
mile, ~.000 meter steeplechase and

The intermediates saw Clark
long jump. Bob Johnson, NAIA
qualifier in the marathon, had to record a! lifetime best clocking of
54.6 to finish second behind high
settle for third in the six mile after
and intkrmediate champion Rich
a final lap kick to second fell short.
Dahl of Eastern. Freeburg also
A video-tape camera was needed
lowered his personal best time
to determine the charging finish as
down to 55.6 to capture fourth
both Johnson and Western's Steve
ahead of teammate Reed Caudle in
Pilcher were recorded in 31:36.2.
55.8.
'Cat Ken Turner captured fourth
Bill Lampe, defending conplace with a clocking of 31:51.7.
ference champ in the triple jump,
Bill Ardissono became the sixth
had to settle for the runner-up
'Cat to qualify for the national
spot as he fell less than three
meet when he finished second in
inches short of the title with a leap
the steeplechase with a time of
9:26.8. Ardissono, two seconds off_ of 45- 7 1/2. Teammates Keith
Johnson and Jeff Underwagner
the winning time was followed by
finished in fourth and sixth place
teammates Mike Wold in fourth
with respective jumps of 43-4 1/2
and Jim Christenson in fifth with
and 42-7 3/4.
_
respective times of 9:38.1 and
The shot put was a productive
9:52.2.
event for the 'Cats as Dick Nunez
Central's final points on Friday
and Daniels placed two-three in
came in the long jump where
the competition. Nunez unleashed
freshman Jeff Hocker leaped
a put of 49-2, a few inches ahead of
22-1/2 to grab fifth place in the
Daniel's 48-9 1/2 mark.
competition.
Two ailing 'Cats Jim Noren and
A strict OCE enforcement of a
Dave Andrews managed to hold
fine print NAIA ruling · that
together long enough to take third
usually goes unnoticed, resulted in
and fifth in their respective
the disqualification of Central
events. Noren, nursing a late
hurdler
Nate
Worswick.
season knee injury came away
Wors wick, runnerup in the highs
with a 49.8 clocking in the 440, and
at last year's conference meet, had
Andrews, plagued with arm troualready qualified for Saturdays
ble all season unleashed the 203-2.
finals, but was banned from
further competition when he was
You're out
caught taking pictures on the
The clincher to the 'Cats misforinfield.
tune in the meet came in the three
The NAIA ruling calls for all
mile where distance ace Wold was
competitors to stay off the infield
disqualified for elbowing. Wold's
of the track unless competing or
second place finish of 14:35.6, one
warming up for an event, and any
cheering on of teammates from the second behind the winning time
was disallowed, moving teaminfield while competition is going
mates Ardissono, Johnson and
on will result in a disqualification.
Christenson into the second, third
Jim Perry brought home
and fifth spots with respective
Central's second conference title in
clockings of 14:41.2, 14:43 and
the half mile as the 'Cats finished
15:00.
one-two in the competition.
Central scored heavily in the
Leading from start to finish, Perry
hammer throw by taking the
recorded the victory with a time of
number two, three and four places.
1:55.7.
Freshman Henry Midles led the
'Cat of the week Mike
way with a toss of 145-0, followed
Anderburg brought Central to its
by John Gruver's 141-5 and the
feet with a closing spurt to capture
140-10 personal best heave of Rich
second in the half at 1:56.9.
Wells.
Anderburg's performance was
Dave Heglund and Dave Brooks
especially rewarding .as he doubled
rounded out the individual placing
back from the mile run where he
for Central with fourth and fifth
recorded a life time best clocking
place in the high jump and pole
of 4: 17 .9 for third place just 40
' vault. Heglund cleared 6-5 in his
minutes earlier.
specialty, and Brooks soared over
Central's only bright spot in the
13-7 in the pole vault.
sprints came in the 100 yard dash.
The final 'Cat finishes came in
Senior Pat Fitterer out-leaned
the relays, where the 440 team of
opponents on both sides to take
Perry, Dave Merrill, Noren and
second place with a time of 10.2.
Fitterer
finished third in 43.4, and
Fitterer came back in the 220 to
the mile relay team composed of ·
finish fourth with a 22.8 clocking.
In the 120 high and 440 Noren. Clark, Anderburg and
Perry also finished third with a
intermediate hurdle races, the
time of 3:25.2.
'Cats grabbed three places in each
The 'Cats will be traveling to
event. Bill Freeburg led a 4-5-6
to defend their district
Spokane
finish in the highs with a time of
15.2.
Tom Clark and Gary championship tomorrow and
Saturday at Spokane Community
Zasimovich followed in 15.5 and College.

Eurail Passes
Britra i I Passes

4th & PINE
925-4606

N9 Additional Cost
All Airlines Represented
Listen to Mattsons Album Premier
,S how Every Wed. Night on KXLE
Radio Starting at 7 pm.

434 North Sprague 925-3167

CoRec swim meet
bubbles with records
r'1o cheer in Monmouth
If Muhammad Ali's trainer jumps into the ring tomorrow
night and tackles Ron Lyle, sending him to the canvas
for the 10 count, then Howard Cosell and officials would
have the right to call 'foul' and strip Ali of his title.
If Jesse James assisted brother Frank in a bank job,
then Jesse could be classified as aiding and abetting
a crime, with a possible life-sentence ahead of him.
And if a trainer gives his racehorse pep pills
before the Kentucky Derby, then disqualification of the horse
would hopefully follow.

Central high hurdler Nate Wor~wick isn't Ali, Jesse James ·
or a racehorse, but a camera, handshake and obscure NAIA
ruling placed Worswick in the elite spotlight of sporting blunders.
The action started during the pre-lims of the 100 yard
dash in last week's EvCo track championships. Worswick, runner-up
in the 120 high hurdles at last year's conference meet,
had previously qualified for Saturday's finals in his specialty.
With the qualification out of the way, Worswick centered ·
his attention_on taking pictures, and moved onto the track's infield
to catch teammate Pat Fitterer in action.
Kneeling 15 feet past the finish line.• Worswick snapped a shot of
Fittered placing first in his heat, and with the race completed,
stepped onto the track to shake hands.
Moments later, meet referee Russ Morris lifted his little
red flag, signalling a disqualification. Worswick was burned on a
ruling enforced lightly in previous conference meets,
that was designed to prevent spectators and participants in a track meet
from crowding onfo the track's infield and disrupting the
competition or aiding and abetting teammates.
Worswick's criminal 2.ction intensified the heat
between host Oregon College of Education and Central, which
filters through the veins of basketball,
football and baseball players and coaches as well.
On Saturday, Central's 'lronman' Mike Wold made it a pair
of disqualifications when he was caught elbowing in the three mile.
Wold's only mistake was that he elbowed .in front
of a course clerk, and Western's Steve Menard didn't. The
disqualification stripped Wold of Second place.
I would like to believe that OCE is prejudiced
against athletes with blonde hair, since Worswick, Wold and
Eastern Oregon's Ron Bennett have golden locks.
Who's Bennett you say. Oh he's just another athlete that was
disqualified on the same technical rule that hung
Worswick, but was later re-instated to score his teams only
me~t point.s .
Monmouth, Oregon is stained with bad memories of a conference
track meet that nearly destroyed the competitiveness and enthusiasm
of the athletes.
Referee Morris, where was your little red flag when half of Eastern's
team was aiding and abetting teammates by cheering at the first turn?
Jim Christenson

KARA TEDO INTERNATIONAL DOSJ-1 IN KAN
ELLENSBURG BRANCH
·FOUNDERS-OF CWSC KARATE Plto'GRAM-1971
.C HIEF INSTRUCTOR1B·E NSlll ...,8. 18IN~~MB
4'th Degree Black Belt, Studied ia
Japan and Europe, Direct student of
10th Degree Red Belt ~ail'sMhao Ichikawa

Children's classes also.

210 West 4th Ave.

Private lessons.

925-2751

Setting eight new swimming
ricords, Stroke took first place in
Central's Co-Rec Swim Meet last
weekend.
There were 60 swimmers and
five teams competing in the meet
in which Stroke had 161 points
followed by Quaffs with 143 and
Water Rats with 58 points.
The new records were set by
John DeRoest, first in the 100 yard
men's breaststroke with a time of
1:08.2; Luika Timmerman, first in
the 50 yard women's backstroke
with a 31.9 time; Kathy Smedley,
first in the 25 yard women's
freestyle with a time of 14.6; Jan
DeRoest, first in the 50 yard
women's freestyle and the 25 yard
women's butterfly with 30.5 and
14.4 times, respectively; De Roest,
first in the 100 yard individual
~medley with a time of 55.7; Lori
Shultz, first in the 25 yard
women's backstroke with a time of

17.4 and Smedley first in the 25
yard women's breaststroke with a
19.4 time.
Other firsts in the meet were
Stroke's 100 yard medley relay
team of Timmerman, Katie Dotterman, Randy Rafus · and Terry
Robinson with a time of 1:10.1;
Jim Rice, Aqua Freaks, 50 yard
men's freestyle with a 24.4 time~
Kurt Kleist, Quaffs, the 100 yard
men's backstroke with a 1:11.2
time; Pete Priedhorsky, Stroke,
100 yard men's freestyle with a
time of 59.0; the Water Rats 100
yard breaststroke relay team of
Annette Anderson, Bob Womack,
Marci Carmicael and Ed Gruse
with a time of 1: 15.6; Carmicael,
Water Rats, 50 ·yard women's
breaststroke with a 37 .9 time and
the Stroke's 100 yard backstroke
relay team of Olsen, Timm~rman,
Dotterman and Robinson with a
time of 1:09.8

Pitman, Andreotti duo
qualify to NW tourney
The second doubles team of
Celeste Pitman and Mary Andreotti on Central's women's tennis
team qualified for the Northwest
Tournament at the Area Qualifying Tournament last weekend at
Pacific Luthern University.
Pitman and Andreotti placed
second by losing to Liz Bobo and _
Deloris Payne of University of

Washington, 3-6, 2-6 to be playing
at the Northwest Tournament at
UW tomorrow and Saturday.
UW won the tournament by
taking all the singles and two
doubles to place them in the
tournament in which there will be
eight competitors in each position
from Washington, Oregon, Idaho
and Montana.
The results for the 'Cats were in
-the first singles, Kari Hamilton
took fifth place by defeating BeBe
Adams .9f University oi Puget
Sound, 6-2, 6-1; Pitman took fourth
place in the second singles losing
to Nadine Nittler of Seattle
University, 6-2, 4-6, 8-10; Lori
Owen placed fourth in the third

singles by being defeated by Cindy
brown of Western, 5-7, 3-6; Karen
Paterson placed fourth in the
fourth singles by losing to Cary
Dotson of SU, 5-7, 4-6 and the first
doubles team of Kari and Jamie
Hamilton took fourth place by
losing to Ferman and Crane of
UPS, 4-6, 6-2, 8-10.
A Seagull III Hang Glider for Sale
The design of the Seagull III is
unique in its use of a dynamic
theory. A Ragollo [Ditto] wing
noted for its stability and ease of
flight. This model has set records
for both duration of flight and
altitude gain.
The cost of flying: $500. This
includes the Seagull III and all the
information I have concerning it's
operation.
Contact Chuck Peirson
925-4919 963-2501

CRIER
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·Linksmen
grab 2nd
The Central golf team finished
in second place last week in the
Evergreen Conference Championship affair at Salem, Oregon.
Winning the title for the second
straight year was Eastern Washington State College with 588 total
strokes. Eastern's no. 1 linksman,
Jim Zimmerman, was medalist of
the tournament with a 36-hole
score of 135. Finishing right
behind Zimmerman was Wlidcat
Dick Cartmell, a sophomore from
Richland, with a total of 144
strokes. Cartmell was also named
to the EvCo all-star team for his
performance.
In the N.A.I.A. District 1
tournament Monday in Bellingham, Pacific Lutheran University
of Tacoma took home the team
title with a low teain score of 624
strokes. Eastern was second at
626, with Western at 628. Central
was fourth at 634, and the others,
in order, were Simon Frazer 650,
Whitman 668 and Whitworth 676.
Greg Peck of PLU was the
medalist, shooting a three-overpar 147 for 36 holes on the Sudden
Valley Country Club course. Other
fine performances were turned in
by Eastern's Zimm~1ifan, who
carded a 151, and Steve l ~erry o~
Simon Frazer with 153. ~l bauer
and Mike Haerling of W est~rn and
Mark Clinton of PLU totaled 154.

FACTORY
CLOSEOtITSALE
1974 MXlOOA -$595
1974 MX175A - ·$885
Limited Sumber Available

Elle~sburg

Yamaha

Heard the latest?

OVERTONS
Tropical Fish

&

J\11 aquarium
fish supplies

.......

962-9166
~,

Rte. 3

,ON~lrw1tOl.._C....

....

closed Sun. & Mon.

Stein Club Party Sunday Check at the Tav for details

\

The Crier has jobs
open for the summer. ·
Contact Mary Rennie

Old Movies Every Night 7:30 Flash Gordon,
Laurel & Hard , Boxin etc.

963-1026

(This is a pa id advertisement)

sweecy weekend may 16, 17, 18,

HAPPRY BIKE RALL y

·HOUR
· 1,000,000

Schooner· customer will
be guest oortender at
HARDCORE .HAPPY HOUR

SLO
PITCH

1,000,000

OUNCES IN
ONE MONTI-I?
1,000,000 O.unces of Beer in One
Month???? Never before in the
annals of Ellensburg History has a
business sold over 1,000,000 Ounces of beer in one month. Pizza Mia
has held many records including
the most beer sold on tap in one
night, the most in one weekend,
the most in one year and of course
last year added the most in one
month with 428. This year Pizza
Mia is trying to surmount the
record with 1,000,000 ounces or
over 504 Kegs. Can they do it?? So
far only 267.840 ounces have been
sold (Monday) but with this
weekend we should be over the
750,000 ounce mark, watch the
barameter at the Fifth Quarter for
the latest ounce report.

This Friday night · the ESA
Majo:r AA teams from all around
the state will find their way to
ELLENSBURG for the RODEO
CITY TOURNAMENT held at the
Ellensburg High School playing
fields . Turning out in the s1o-pitch
baseball double elimination games
will be 24 teams. The games start
Friday night. Pizza Mia will be
playing Ply's Place from Yakima at
6: 45 on Field 1.
For those wbo have not strayed
from the college far enough to find
the High School, go to Pizza Mia,
travel down Chestnut to Capital,
turn left and six blocks later you
will find the fields on the left.
Games will also be played Staurday, starting at 8 am till dusk and ·
Sunday from 8 am · till late
afternoon. So if Pinball wizardry,
Strawberry Cup Rugby action, or
Bicycle Rallying isn't your thing,
join the action at Whitney Field.

PINBALL
WIZARDS . C1r-~
JWJ2f~._,
J
[j------- f .
I

You call yourself a Pinball
Wixard??? Nows your chance to
17111
prove it. Saturday at 4 pm come on
l1!bJ ~
down to the Golden Cue Fun -:J ~
· 1
611
Center for the First Pinball ~
"
:
Wizard Marathon. Register for
'.
Free and then play each machince
twice. Your total score will be
4
tabulated and if your the one with
. "
AVE
the highest score total, $25.00, The
E
Pinball Wizard Trophy and your
3rd AV ·
very own Golden 9ue T-Shirt will ~ ~,
be yours. There are also other ---.
prizes to be announced at the
I 1
AVE.
event. Rumor has it that if this ~
st
ev~nt goe~ wsell, the n.ext P~nball
~
W1zard First Plae Prize will be
your very own Pinball Machine!!!

n
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J

--9
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Tuesday afternoon there were
over 200 contestants scheduled for
the rally. A few indiscreet clues
have beer. leaked out by the rally
committee. The average speed for
the rally will be nine MPH. The
total time for the rally will be
.approximately two hours, except if
. you spend too long at a checkpoint.
Last year the women placed in
six of the top prizes!!!! This is a
venture for the average bicyclist
so bring a buddy and have a ball!
There will be many prizes in the
forms of Pizzas and Grinders, so
how could you go wrong. The $1
entry fee covers the costrs of the
beberages on the rally.

cubbyholes and be counted, RTing

everyone and enjoy ·watching the
sunrise.

HARDCORES .
STAY AWAKE
This year for the convience ot all
those that haven't made it to a
Hardcore Happy Hour, The Golden Cue Fun Center, 402 So. Main is
having a $100.00 Pool-Fussball
Tournament, NO ENTRY FEE!!!
Heres how it works. Come on
down, to the Golden Cue after you
close your favorite tavern and
enter in one or both of · the
tournaments. Partners will be
drawn and all games will be best of
three, double elimination. We have
seven pool tables .and eight
fussball tables along with all the Fun games, pinball, TANK, and
more. Be a real HARDCORE and
make a night of it.

GALLON
SPECIAL

Prices are constantly gomg up,
up, up, and there seems to be no
end in sight. However, Pizza Mia
®
has. declared war on inflation this
weekend in honor of "Sweecy
~ ~r:
Weekend". You may recall that in
the past FOUR years Pizza Mia is
~ the only place to have a special for
LJ(__ th~ loyal students of Central. This
year is no exception.
..-This year we are proud to
~ ~~ announce that thanks to the
_ support of the Students, Pizza Mia
~
is having a gallon special Saturday
,~
· i
~
_ y
and Sµnday. Gallons will be sold
for only $1.50, so bring your
r-..
- .
. ...;
)C "Jugs" down to the MIA for a real
SWEECY WEEKEND.

J ~ ~· ~ •':·
1
LJ C

l'

Who would have ever thought
that Central Students would _get
up at six in the morning and claw
their way down to the Fifth
Quarter to booze it up. (Of course
now you can stay up all nigh_t for
the $100.00 Golden Cue FussballPool Tournament 2 am-5:45). Once
a quarter the Pizza Mia lets these
gallant guzzlers prove themselves
by
declaring
HARDCARE
HAPPY HOUR. During this outrageous event Pizza Mia lets it all
hand out. Schooners will only be a
DIME and to prove to your friends
that you've attended this prestigous event you will be able to
purchase your very own HARD 1[
CORE T-SHIRT (only on saLE
during this event).
Once again it's time for the
hardcores to come out from their

This Saturday at 2 pm Pizza Mia
will sponsor the Second Annual
Bicycle Rally, there will be prizes
galore.
The 9.6 mile course is on almost
all level ground and will be taking
the rallists through tthe more
interesting parts of Ellensb'tirg as
well as a little countryside. Contestants are invited to take their
time because that's what the Rally
Committee did. They will enjoy
the three checkpoints stragegi~
ally located near refreshments
(Bring ID if you're over 21(.
Latest firures indicate the turnout will be tremendous. As of

Rugby Enthusists!!! Starting
this Saturday and Sunday at
Nicholson Pavilion Pizza Mia will
be sponsoring will be sponsoring
the FIFTH ANNUAL ·STRAWBERRY CUP FESTIVAL. Already sixteen teams are scheduled, here's the teams definitely
coming to the event.
ELLENSBURG WASH
THE MIA RUGBY CLUB
Western Washington
Bellingham Wash
Western Washington (2)
~ellingham Wash
Georgian
Montreal Canada
Bew,llingham Wash
Chuckanut
Bremerton Wash
Bremerton
Portland Ore
Jesters
Vancouver B.C
Red Lions
Elmwood B.C.
Rocmo
B.C.
Abbotsford
Seattle Rugby Club
Se~ttj_~ Wash
University of Wash.
Seattle Wash
Longview
Portland Rugby Club
Longview_Wash
Seattle Wash
Montlake Rugg.e rs
Witworth Rugby Club
Walla Walla Wash
Over three hundred players will
be crashing blows at Nicholson
this weekend, so come up and
watch the grueling games and get
ready for their little get together
Saturday night.

